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Don't watch TV coverage of Covid-19!
In the Boston area: Vote to re-elect Ayanna Pressley for Congress.
Canadians: I suggest you seek election advice at a local chapter of a group that pushes to curb global heating and has the courage to
say, "Canada should stop exporting fossil fuel." It will at least use the right goals to suggest who to vote for in your area.
Join a Friday climate strike.
This page is made by scraping Fridays for Future so you can get the information without running any Javascript code. I would be
very glad if they made the information on their own site accessible from the Free World; then we could simply refer people to their
site and do without the scraping etc.
I am limiting the number of new political notes per day so as not to overload the volunteers who install new notes. If you'd like to
help, please write to at gnu period org.
Is your bank pressuring you to use biometric ID? If so, please write to rms at gnu dot org. It could be useful if you document what is
happening.
Please join the Free Software Foundation to support its work for your freedom.
"They" is plural — for singular antecedents, use singular gender-neutral pronouns.
Link Policy
The largest part of the site is the political notes, and they are typically updated every day.
send me examples of how proprietary programs have been designed to be addictive.
I'm looking for people to check a few sites for me regularly and show me any new articles that I would like to see or link to. If you would like to help me in this
way, please write to rms at gnu dot o r g.
send me examples of how proprietary programs have been designed to cause programmed obsolescence of products.
write site-specific Firefox extensions or local scripts to operate specific web sites.
help maintain and operate savannah.gnu.org.
experiment to find good ways to attach fruits to a Grav-mass tree.
help web sites put free licenses on their Javascript code.
Civil Liberties Minute:

Most recent Political Notes and
News Items

The four factors of the apocalypse:
global heating, global hating,
global eating, global mating.

(RSS Feed)

graphic by Susan Henson
Americans, you may wish to copy this icon to your own page, as a way
of showing what patriotism means to you.

Upcoming talks
[ No upcoming talks. ]

Urgent action items
US citizens: phone your congresscritter and
say to vote for the "Inflation reduction bill"
(which includes climate defense, a little more
tax on the rich, and reducing some medicine
prices), which the Senate already passed.
The Capitol Switchboard number is +1-202224-3121.
If you call, please spread the word!
US citizens: The climate, tax and welfare bill
passed the Senate, but hasn't passed the
House of Representatives. Big Pharma is
lobbying to kill the part that will reduce drug
prices. Please phone your representative to
support it.
The Capitol Switchboard number is +1-202224-3121.
If you call, please spread the word!
US citizens: call on the Senate to pass the
DISCLOSE Act.
The Capitol Switchboard number is +1-202224-3121.
If you call, please spread the word!
US citizens: call on the Senate to pass the
assault weapons ban.
People have criticized this proposed law for
drawing the line in not exactly the right place.
Perhaps that is true — but it is a step in the
right direction, even if it doesn't end up in
exactly the right place. It includes a ban on
selling large magazines, and that will
generally reduce the number killed in mass
shootings. Although most people killed by
guns are killed by handguns, that doesn't
make this measure ineffective — only less
than perfect.
The Capitol Switchboard number is +1-202224-3121.
If you call, please spread the word!
US citizens: call on the Senate to pass the
Pregnant Workers Fairness Act.
The Capitol Switchboard number is +1-202224-3121.
If you call, please spread the word!
US citizens: call on Biden to reject new oil/gas
leases.
US citizens: call on the Senate to pass the
Respect for Marriage Act.
US citizens: call on Biden and Blinken to
prevent home demolitions in Masafer Yatta,
Palestine.
US citizens: call on NOAA to designate the
underwater Hudson Canyon as a national
marine sanctuary.
US citizens: call on the Department of Justice
to prosecute the wrecker for his conspiracy to
steal the election.
US citizens: call on Congress and Biden to
make the federal minimum wage $15.
US citizens: call on Biden to stop the Uinta
Basin Railway.
To sign without running nonfree JavaScript
code from the web site, use the Salsalabs
workaround.
Everyone: call on Columbia Sportswear to
commit to ending use of PFAs in its products.
US citizens: call on your Senators to pass the
Saving America's Pollinators Act.
US citizens: call on Congress to pass the
Ending Corporate Greed Act (windfall profits
tax).
Boycott Chevron, in the name of Steven
Donziger.

Recording of Guantanamero
Listen to the recording of Guantanamero, a protest
song written in Spanish. The recording is in Ogg
Vorbis format. To install an Ogg Vorbis player, see
the FSF's Ogg Players page.

Global heating has caused ‘shocking’ changes
in forests across the Americas, studies find
11 August 2022
*Global heating has caused ‘shocking’ changes in
forests across the Americas, studies find.*
Trees are advancing to the north, and dying or
burning in the south.
*Melting of the world's biggest ice sheet [the East
Antarctic] would cause catastrophic sea level rise,
but can be avoided with fast climate action.*
Inside Somalia’s vicious cycle of deforestation
for charcoal
11 August 2022
*Inside Somalia’s vicious cycle of deforestation
for charcoal.*
Reportedly, al-Shabaab is trying to prohibit
cutting trees with leaves, and having some
success enforcing the prohibition by burning
trucks caught carrying such wood. A democratic
government might be able to enforce the rule
with less brutality, but this may be better than
nothing in the long term.
In a world of growing scarcity, the long-term nonbrutal solution is (1) decarbonization and (2)
much fewer births.

*The pandemic has taken surveillance of
workers to the next level.*
The extreme of this is represented by the
Amazon warehouse, where a worker's every
move is controlled by the computer system.
This is one of many reasons to refuse to buy
from Amazon.
Unfortunately, surveillance of workers is not
limited to Amazon. I think states should pass
laws to limit surveillance of workers. It
should cover independent contractors as well
as employees.
The law should completely forbid demanding
that workers run any specific software on
their own computers (keep in mind that
portable phones are computers); the
employer who wants that must furnish the
computer at no charge.
A hundred years ago, having your face photo
circulated as a suspect could direct
persecution at you — for instance, making it
impossble to get a job.
Now it can cause you to be arrested randomly
for walking down the street.
If stores use face recognition inside the store,
they should not be allowed to use photos for
matching against people in the store except
for photos they have taken in that store, and
photos of people convicted of theft and fraud.
The corrupter has pardoned his former agent,
Michael Flynn, who was convicted for lying to
the FBI about what he did for the corrupter.
This is a corrupt practice. I think we need to
limit the president's power to pardon so that
presidents cannot do this in the future.
More items where there ought to be a law.

Quotes
Here are some quotations that I particularly like.

Copy this button (courtesy of R.Siddharth) to
express your rejection of Facebook.

Support the Green Party

Republican Election Rigging
Tactics

ISTR that Haiti has suffered for decades from a
similar problem; nearly all the forests have been
cut down.

Evoting

Colombia’s first leftist president says war on
drugs has failed
11 August 2022

The Olympics

Colombia's new president Gustavo Petro declared
that fighting the war on drugs has failed.
but he means, fighting that war on Colombia's
territory has failed. He's right about that. But he
seems not to realize that fighting that war on US
territory is equally a failure. "Strong measures
that prevent consumption in developed societies"
is not a solution to the problems caused by use of
addictive drugs.
We should put that war into a treatment program
to get it off drugs.
Trump Spews 'Tirade of Same Old Lies' But
Pleads the Fifth in New York AG Probe
11 August 2022
The corrupter said, "Only guilty people and
mobsters plead the Fifth." This week, he did just
that, while being questioned for a lawsuit.
It's tempting to say, "He's guilty, or he's a mobster
— he said so himself!" But it's wrong to say that,
because the "rule" he cited was bullshit all along.
To treat it as valid is to undermine the Fifth
Amendment itself, and we must not do that.
We have plenty of other reasons to believe that
the corrupter is guilty of trying to overthrow the
US government and seize power, as well as
swindling in his fund-raising.
Not yet proof that can put him away, though.
To Tackle Stubborn Inflation, Experts Urge
Bold Action Against 'Corporate Profiteering'
11 August 2022

Why everyone has a reason to
fear massive surveillance

Churchandstate.org.uk
E-books
Non-oppressive Commercial E-books

Don't use Facebook
Facebook's face recognition demonstrates a threat
to everyone's privacy. I therefore ask people not to
put photos of me on Facebook; you can do likewise.
Of course, Facebook is bad for many other reasons
as well.

Boycott Harry Potter Books, Movies, etc.

Internet Music EULAS

Business Supremacy Treaties

Countries to Stay Away From

To whip inflation in the US, we need to stop big
businesses from raising prices from greed.
The way I prefer is to break up the many large
companies that have too big a share of whatever
market. Rather than launch a lawsuit against
each excessively large company, I recommend a
tax system that raises the tax rate sharply as a
company gets bigger, or as it gets a bigger share
of each market.
Death Valley flooded
11 August 2022
Death Valley suffered flooding from unusual
heavy rainfall. At least no homes were flooded,
since nobody lives there.

No national identity cards
I'd like to make a list of countries that do not
require a national identity card, and have no plans
to adopt one. If you live in or have confirmed
knowledge of such a country, please send email to
rms at gnu.org.
Here's my list of countries with no national ID
cards and no plans for one: Australia, Canada, New
Zealand, UK. Australia's previous government tried
to institute national ID cards, but the Labor
government dropped the plan.
India has mostly finished imposing a national
biometric ID number in a grand act of oppression.

Company fined for fraudulent "Made in the
USA" labels
11 August 2022

Switzerland has national ID cards which are
optional, but they or some other government ID
card are needed for some purposes.

A right-wing t-shirt company, which supports the
corrupter, has been fined for fraudulently
labeling its shirts "Made in the USA". In fact, they
were made in China.

Iceland doesn't have ID cards as such, but they
have ID numbers that citizens are forced to use
frequently. For example, the national ID number is
often required to rent a video or use a gym.

What else would you expect from people that
support someone who boasts of lying.

Denmark issues non-photo ID cards with a "person
number", and many services use this card to
identify people.

There Ought to Be a Law
It should be a crime to knowingly approach a
person while maskless inside a building or
vehicle.

[More Cartoons]

Flawed private water system
11 August 2022
Privatized water companies in Britain are
profiteering while draining their customers.
That's what privatizing a government service
tends to do, and the Tories that did it probably
were aiming for that result.
Urgent: Vote for the "Inflation reduction bill"
11 August 2022
US citizens: phone your congresscritter and say to
vote for the "Inflation reduction bill" (which
includes climate defense, a little more tax on the
rich, and reducing some medicine prices), which
the Senate already passed.
The Capitol Switchboard number is +1-202-2243121.
If you call, please spread the word!
Amazon purchases
11 August 2022
Amazon wants to purchase One Medical, a
medical treatment company which holds lots of
patients' medical records. And if it can purchase
iRobot, which makes robot vacuum cleaners, it
can collect data about the lives of the people who
use them.
Corrupter could be imprisoned
11 August 2022
The corrupter could be put in prison for years for
taking secret documents home, or for destroying
them.
I don't understand why Risen proposes to
involving the Espionage Act in this. That would be
very dangerous, because it could legitimize the
misuse of that law to prosecute whistleblowers.
Until the day we change that law to protect
whistleblowers, whose "crime" is to tell the
people about the state's actions, we must not
lump them together with people like the
corrupter who take secret documents in order to
deny the state access to them and block it from
functioning.
People collapsing from heat in Phoenix,
Arizona
11 August 2022
Phoenix, Arizona, is so hot that people doing
nothing more than walk around are collapsing
and need urgent rescue.

Norway will impose a national biometric ID card.
Ireland - national ID card by stealth.
ACLU: the five dangers of national ID cards.
Wikipedia has a list of identity card policies by
country.

Borders
Stay away from certain countries because of their
bad immigration policies.

Flight connections
Avoid flight connections in these airports because
of their treatment of passengers.

The Lifelong Activist
People often ask how I manage to continue
devoting myself to progressive activism (such as
the free software movement) for years without
burning out. The best way I can answer is by
recommending a book, The Lifelong Activist by
Hillary Rettig.
I disagree with the book on one theoretical point in
the last part of the book: we shouldn't think of
political activism as being marketing and sales,
because those terms refer to business, and politics
is something much more important than mere
business. However, this doesn't diminish the value
of the book's practical advice about borrowing
techniques from marketing and sales.
Disclosure: I am friends with the author.

Bob Chassell
Writing (mostly science fiction) by my friend Bob
Chassell who recently died.

Solidarity Economy and Free Software
Personal Declaration of Richard Stallman and
Euclides Mance on Solidarity Economy and Free
Software.

Falkvinge articles
I have reposted some of Rick Falkvinge's articles.
As posted on his site, you can't see them in a
browser without running some nonfree Javascript
code which is apparently non-free. These versions
show the same text, without the obstacle.

Celeste Burgess and Jessica Burgess
11 August 2022
The abortion charges against Celeste Burgess and
Jessica Burgess are based on a subpoena for their
Facebook messages.
The only communication systems you can safely
use to discuss abortion plans in the US now are
those which do not save any record — either in a
central server or in your own device.
China's monomaniacal intimidation
11 August 2022
China's communications about Taiwan are
monomaniacal intimidation pretending to be
friendship.
It's similar to coercive control, but on an
international scale.
(Satire) Bodies
11 August 2022
(satire) *Relieved [corrupter] Thought Mar-ALago Raid Was About All The Bodies.
If an Onion page appears blank, try disabling
JavaScript entirely or telling LibreJS to blacklist
all scripts on the page, then right-click and select
the item "Reveal hidden HTML". Or use a browser
such as lynx that doesn't implement JavaScript
and CSS.
$180 billion
11 August 2022
* Pentagon contractors operating in Afghanistan
over the past two decades raked in nearly $108
billion—funds that "were distributed and spent
with a significant lack of transparency,"
according to a report published Tuesday.*
AIPAC's New Political Strategy
11 August 2022
*AIPAC's New Political Strategy: Spend Millions
on Elections Without Mentioning Israel.*
Watchdogs demand Schumer disclose big tech
donations
11 August 2022
*With Antitrust Bills Stalled, Watchdogs Demand
Schumer Disclose Big Tech Donations.* They
suspect him of being paid to block those bills from
getting a vote.
(Satire) New public safety campaign
11 August 2022
(satire) Reminding would-be mass shooters that it
has become old hat, and people would hardly
even remember their names.
If an Onion page appears blank, try disabling
JavaScript entirely or telling LibreJS to blacklist
all scripts on the page, then right-click and select
the item "Reveal hidden HTML". Or use a browser
such as lynx that doesn't implement JavaScript
and CSS.
Warnings for large gun and ammunition
purchases
11 August 2022
Proposing credit card companies warn when
someone orders large supplies of guns and
ammunition.
I think this is a good idea. The interference with
privacy would be very narrow, and little by
comparison with the things we are fighting
against.
Psychedelic therapies
11 August 2022
*Biden Administration Plans for Legal
Psychedelic Therapies Within Two Years.*
We must expect Republicans to demonize this
with lies and exaggerations.
FBI searching corrupters' home
11 August 2022
FBI agents searched the corrupter's home at Mara-Lago, looking for secret government papers he
was not allowed to remove from the files.
Naturally they had to look inside his safe, but if
"breaking in" implies damaging the safe, that was
gratuitous. Thugs often cause gratuitous damage
to people when they search. and many of those
people aren't rich like the corrupter and can't
shrug off the cost of those damages
They should have given him — and anyone whose
premises they search — the chance to open things
for them and avoid damage.
However, there is no reason to suppose he was
honest about this. (He's not usually honest.)
Maybe the safe was opened without damaging it.
Emmet Till accuser won't be charged
11 August 2022
*Emmett Till: woman whose accusation led to
[his] lynching will not be charged.*
I think this verdict was inevitable. If her story is
true, it implies she is not responsible for the
murder of Emmet Till. If she is lying, she might be
co-responsible in some way, but there is no
evidence about what it may have been, let alone
any proof.
The people who really should have been
convicted of murder were the people who killed
him. They were acquitted by a racist jury.
If that were to happen today, the murderers
would face federal civil rights charges, as well as
state charges. The conviction of Ahmaud Arbery's
killers suggests that the US has learned to be less
racist in its justice than it was in 1955. Maybe
some day it will learn to be even less racist.
Brazilians fear return to dictatorship as
‘deranged’ Bolsonaro trails in polls
10 August 2022
*Brazilians fear return to dictatorship as
"deranged" Bolsonaro trails in polls.*
Like the wrecker in the US, Bolsonaro has talked
about refusing to hand over power peacefully.
People fear he will try to organize mobs on
Brazil's independence day to overthrow
democracy, perhaps arranging a false flag attack
on them as an excuse.
Billionaires are funding a massive treasure
hunt in Greenland as ice vanishes
10 August 2022
As Greenland's ice melts and exposes some areas
of land, people are prospecting for rare metals.
There are no established ecosystems on those
areas, but mining can spread pollution in many
ways. It could pollute the land so that plants can't
grow there; it can pollute the nearby seas.
Police racial bias played role in UK Covid fines
regime, says report
10 August 2022
Investigation finds probable racism in how
British thugs applied the rules for fines for
violating Covid rules.
They were supposed to apply their discretion to
make fines a last resort; now ever, they were
much quicker to fine black.
The article linked to just above displays symbolic
bigotry by capitalizing "black" but not "white". (To
avoid endorsing bigotry, capitalize both words or
neither one.) I object to bigotry, and normally I
will not link to articles that promote it. But I make
exceptions for some articles that I consider
particularly important. That article is one of the
exceptions.
No, The Market Won't Sort It Out
10 August 2022
Worshipers of the Invisible Hand have seriously
proposed that people should become corporations
and sell shares in themselves to raise funds to
invest in their education.
That's effectively a way of selling a fraction of
yourself into slavery. A few may become
successful, while many become controlled by
their shareholders. The rich who own the shares
will dominate the decisions about the laws to
regulate this system.
The book, The Unincorporated Man by Kollin and
Kollin, describes a future world in which this has
happened. The people in that world are used to
the system and defend it, but at the end we see
that forces everyone to be partly owned by
whoever buys stock in them.
Please do not get it from Amazon!
The Other Victims of US Burns Pits Were the
Iraqi and Afghan People
10 August 2022
The US military uses a highly polluting method
(burn pits) to dispose of most kinds of
inconvenient waste in deployment bases.
It causes avoidable injury to US solders, and also
to the local civilians. But it's cheap for the
Pentagon, supposing it doesn't bear the cost of
treating those injuries. Now it will have to pay to
treat the US veterans, but not the local civilians.
Don't forget about the diseases caused to both US
soldiers and local civilians by Depleted Uranium.
Nebraska teen and her mother charged for
aborting and burying fetus
10 August 2022
*Nebraska teen and her mother charged for
aborting and burying fetus.*
Some of the charges are about doing things with a
"dead body". It is absurd to consider a fetus a
dead body, but antiabortionists push for anything
that classifies a fetus as a human being for any
specific purpose in any specific circumstance,
regarding that as a step closer to classifying
abortion as murder.
Roe v Wade did not legalize abortion after 6
months except with certain specific grounds. I
wonder if any of those grounds applied here —
and also why she did not have an abortion
earlier.
What does the US-China row mean for climate
change?
10 August 2022
China is going all out to intimidate US support for
Taiwan, even "breaking off" discussions on
curbing global heating.
Not that China was cooperating very much
anyway: it continues to build new coal-fired
generating plants, and its target for (the weak
goal of) "net zero" is 2060.
China has recently experienced disastrous floods
and faces the danger of fatal weather in the North
China Plain.
China's rulers are arrogant but not crazy. The
only thing that can convince them to try hard to
decarbonize is awareness of what will happen if
they don't.
The US is also doing far too little to decarbonize,
though the just-passed climate, welfare and tax
law is a step forward.
At least 68 migrants arrived in NYC over the
weekend on buses sent by Texas Gov. Abbott
10 August 2022
Texas governor Abbott is having state officials
force border-crossers onto buses to New York
City, even though they wanted to go elsewhere.
It would be a kindness to offer them rides to New
York City, if they had the choice to decline the
offer without being punished. Misrepresenting
this mistreatment as such a kindness is a big lie, a
typical Republican act.
China drills show Beijing is developing the
ability to strangle Taiwan, experts say
10 August 2022
China's missile interdiction of seas near Taiwan
was such a large exercise that it was probably
planned for months.
Pelosi's visit was a convenient excuse, an
opportunity to put the blame on her.
The great danger is that it shows that China can
cut off Taiwan's maritime trade just by firing
missiles. To prevent that requires some way of
making it cost China more than it costs Taiwan.
Trump-backed GOP candidate for Michigan AG
under criminal investigation
10 August 2022
A Republican candidate for attorney general of
Michigan is accused of plotting to tamper with
voting machines after the 2020 election.
The coach of a college football team has been
forced to resign
10 August 2022
The coach of a college football team has been
forced to resign after he started reading aloud the
text on a distracted student's iBad, and in the
process recited some taboo word.
The word is so taboo that CNN dares not say what
it was — and indeed, it hardly matters which
taboo word it was. I presume it was a slur of some
sort.
The ethical issue here is whether to treat such
slurs as insults, wrong to use as insults because
that unjustifiably nasty, or treat them as taboos.
Do people deserve punishment for inadvertently
breaching taboos?
The coach believes that even though the words he
spoke were not his words, his violation of the
taboo was such a grave sin that he deserves to be
shunned and lose his job for quoting them
carelessly. By doing that, he lets down other
future people condemned for violating taboos. If
he had to resign, he should have done so without
admitting guilt.
If you step on a flagstone that has a taboo word
inscribed on it, should you be shunned? How
about if you are photographed near a sign (in a
non-English-speaking country perhaps) which has
a taboo word on it? Should you be fired for that?
Is "what people might think" more important
than what really happened?
Using slurs to insult someone is nasty and wrong.
But we ought to know better than to punish
people for violating taboos. To do so indicates a
lack of moral reflection.
Richard Glossip
10 August 2022
61 Oklahoma legislators called on the state to
reinvestigate whether Richard Glossip is really
guilty. They believe there is no evidence that he
committed the murder he is scheduled to be
executed for.
Forgiving wrongs
10 August 2022
Some people can forgive great wrongs; others
simply can't. It's not a matter of choice.
This suggests to me that society's treatment of
criminals should not be based on whether their
specific victims can forgive the crimes. Society
needs to pardon the criminals eventually, if that
helps make society whole, even if the victims
can't.
Central bank modeling cannot predict extreme
weather
10 August 2022
*Climate research finds modelling used [by
central banks] cannot predict localised extreme
weather, leading to poor estimations of risk.*
Urgent: Big pharma lobbying
10 August 2022
US citizens: The climate, tax and welfare bill
passed the Senate, but hasn't passed the House of
Representatives. Big Pharma is lobbying to kill the
part that will reduce drug prices. Please phone
your representative to support it.
The Capitol Switchboard number is +1-202-2243121.
If you call, please spread the word!
Recapturing Kherson
10 August 2022
Military challenges Ukraine faces in recapturing
Kherson.
I believe it is possible. The Putin forces soldiers
have no reason to fight to the death, if Ukraine
shows they will be safe if they surrender.
Blocking toilets with ripped-up White House
documents
10 August 2022
*Photos suggest Trump blocked toilets with
ripped-up White House documents.*
Destroying those documents may have been
illegal.
Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant as shield
10 August 2022
The Putin forces are using the Zaporizhzhia
nuclear power plant as a shield for their artillery,
firing cannons from near the plant's facilities.
Meanwhile, they are interfering with proper
maintenance of the plant.
Fake news about leftist Kenyan politician
9 August 2022
* Special [UK Foreign Office] unit spread fake
news about leftist [Kenyan] politician, Oginga
Odinga, seen as threat to British interests in
1960s.*
NHS dental collapsed
9 August 2022
The dental part of the UK's National Health
Service has collapsed; many Britons can't find a
dentist to treat them.
Diseases worsened
9 August 2022
*Climate impacts have worsened vast range of
human diseases.* They include Zika, malaria,
dengue, chikungunya and even Covid-19.
Democrats lose effort to cap insulin at $35
9 August 2022
*Democrats lose effort to cap insulin at $35 for
most Americans before passage of Senate
reconciliation bill.*
Empathy
9 August 2022
*The Danger of Empathy.*
Amazon's carbon emissions
9 August 2022
*Amazon [(the company)'s] carbon emissions up
40% but somehow still on track for "net zero" by
2040.*
UK does as Adam Smith warned
9 August 2022
The right-wing government of the UK does exactly
as Adam Smith warned: it crushes the non-rich
and panders to the rich. It goes as far as murder.
As Aneurin Bevan said, the Tories are lower than
vermin.
Texas prosecution threats
9 August 2022
Texas threatens to prosecute any Texas
organization that funds travel out of Texas for an
abortion, and to sue any individual who provides
such funds.
This is terrorism. Fanatical right-with Christian
Taliban terrorism.
New business-supremacy treaty
9 August 2022
Activists in 13 countries that propose to negotiate
a new business-supremacy treaty warn that it
may become another iteration of the Trance
Pacific Partnership, also known as the Pacific
Partnership Trance.
The new treaty has a name, IPEF, and a likely bad
result because of which countries are involved.

See the current pol-notes page for more.
(You may need to scroll down for more text if there is blank
space in this column.)

Long-term action items
Political Articles
These are my political articles that are not related to the GNU operating system or free software. For GNU-related articles, see the GNU philosophy directory. You can
also order copies of my book, Free Software, Free Society, 3rd edition', signed or not signed.
Many governments invite schools to invite companies to snoop on students (June 2022)
To Endure, Peace Needs to Weaken Putin But Not Ruin Him (March 2022)
The Russian Army has become the Putin Forces (March 2022)
The definition of "racism" must not be formulated based on who the perpetrators are (February 2022)
Why we should get rid of corporate landlords, and an easy method (August 2021)
Worker-owned internet services can still be dis-services (June 2021)
Necessary Changes in Society (March 2021)
On the Firing of Jeffrey Toobin (November 2020)
The Broken Trust Model of Policing Police (October 2020)
An Extinction Rebellion activist comments about the London police by Clark Killick (October 2020)
What sort of laws would give us real privacy? (December 2019)
My Talk at Microsoft (September 2019)
Surveillance Ordinance (November 2018)
How the Ramayana endorses caste bias (April 2018)
Better Genderless Pronouns in English (April 2018)
A radical proposal to keep your personal data safe. (April 2018)
What Mary Had (May 2017)
Anonymous internet payments using pay phones (Apr 2017)
When people are conscripted by the DMCA into the War on Sharing. (Dec 2016)
If you feel your organization needs a "presence" in Facebook. (Dec 2016)
How Much Surveillance Can Democracy Withstand?
Yes, You Have Something to Fear. (August 2016)
A proposal for resolving the dispute over the South China Sea. (July 2016)
Is duckduckgo.com partially enforcing the "celebrity threesome injunction"? (May 2016)
Adapting the Marseillaise to the greatest threat to civilization.
Proposing the Logo Sea Turtle — for Whales (October 2015)
Controlling When the Cameras Record (August 2015)
A few words to Greece (June 2015)
Fixing Too Big To Fail (Apr 2015)
Enslaved Workers
What I said about Hrant Dink in my talks in Turkey (Apr 2015)
Earth under attack from planet Koch.
Fine government contractors for hiring ex-officials (Feb 2015)
Suggestion to the target of a witch hunt (Feb 2015)
Nonexistence (Feb 2015)
The Thermocene Epoch (Feb 2015)
Digital Voting. (Jan 2015)
My letter asking the judge not to sentence Jeremy Hammond to prison. (Jan 2015)
It is a bad idea to have computers count the votes in public elections.
Internet Voting: don't even think of it!
The patent system is, at best, not worth keeping. (February 2014)
Why We Need A State (November 2013)
We can put an end to "too big to fail" with an innovative tax that also defeats corporate tax-dodging. (August 2013)
Exxon and the Letter Exx. (April 1, 2013)
Fixing too big to fail (February 2013)
Why internet music "sale" is a bad deal. (January 2013)
On-line education is using a flawed Creative Commons license (September 2012) French Translation
Redistributable Scientific Publishing (April 2012)
My Doctor's Office Asked me to Lie (August 2011)
Responding to Beggars
UK extreme pornography law.
My criticism of the The Zeitgeist Movement. The Venus Project is more or less the same idea.
The states need to form a union.
Additional Political Articles are on a separate page

Political notes
"Those who profess to favor freedom, yet depreciate agitation, are men who want crops without plowing up the ground. They want rain without thunder and
lightning. They want the ocean without the awful roar of its many waters. This struggle may be a moral one; or it may be a physical one; or it may be both
moral and physical; but it must be a struggle. Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it never will."
Frederick Douglass, American Abolitionist, Letter to an associate, 1849
Here are notes about various issues I care about, usually with links to more information. The current notes are here. For all previous notes, see this page.
See this page for information on efforts to maintain links in the political notes.
Political notes about the 2001 G8 summit in Genoa, Italy are being archived on their own page.

Media/Press/Bios
Richard Stallman's bio and publicity photos, and other things of interest to the press, have been moved to a separate page.

Travel experiences
How it happened that I planned speeches at Israeli universities, then cancelled them.
Richard Stallman's travel blog
My visit to Machu Picchu
Stories about visits to Tikal and Greece

Photos about my travels
Photos of me working on my laptop at various places
All of my photos, organized by location, from my trips.
Photos people like best, among those I have taken and posted here.
OSCON
More Photos from OSCON
my visit to Switzerland in May 2003 (and the same photos at the original photographer's site.)
Some pictures from Vaasa where I slipped on icy ground in the airport, broke my elbow, and gave my speech by telephone from the hospital bed
my trips to Greece
In Singapore in March 2001, a lovely parrot (50k jpeg) became enamored of me, while others enjoyed my recorder playing (91k jpeg)
my visit to China in May/June 2000. I also visited Tibet unawares, because nobody told me that JiuZhaiGou was part of Tibetan territory annexed by China since
the conquest
my visit to Brazil: some from Rio de Janeiro and some from Porto Alegre where the Software Livre 2000 event was held.
my trip to Slovenia
A photo of me by Blake Livingston (may be used under CC-BY-SA).

Scientific Links
Homeopathy debunked, and thoroughly, as pseudoscience.

Some humor
The berry torture.
The Free Software Song, by Richard M. Stallman. You can listen to a performance of the song: Free Software Song performed by Thor Here is a variant of this song
called "The Free Firmware Song".
A song parody, Colors of the Lisp, by Jefferson Carpenter.
Earth under attack from planet Koch.
On doxing, and how to spell it.
Futon Physics
A Spanish cartoon: La Ruleta Española.

The Night before M-x-mas
Here I am wearing my "power tie".
Wine snobs get their comeuppance.
Here I am struggling to open a bottle of water.
My application to an join Marian Henley's ex-boyfriends list.
My funny poetry and song parodies.
My Cartoons
My Puns in English (Little Leaguer, August 2019).
My Puns in Spanish (New pun: Apostasía April 2019)
My Puns in French (New pun: Microsoft à l'école July 2019)
My Puns in Portuguese
My Puns in Italian (New pun: Quale pesce fa starnutire? New 10/2018)
My Puns in German (New 02/2016)
Linguistic Swifties (Now with: Wintu, Penutian, Cochiti, Taos, and Towa.)

--Saint IGNUcius-- The Church of Emacs will soon be officially listed by at least one person as his religion
for census purposes.
There are no godfathers in the Church of Emacs, since there are no gods, but you can be someone's editorfather.
Stallman Does Dallas: "I have to warn you that Texans have been known to have an adverse reaction to my personality…"
The Dalai Lama today announced the official release of Yellow Hat GNU/Linux.
Pre-Zen Studies.
I found a funny song about the Mickey Mouse Copyright Act (officially the Sonny Bono Copyright Act) which extended copyright retroactively by 20 years on works
made as early as the 1920s.
If you are a geek and read Spanish, you will love Raulito el Friki, who said "Hello, world!" immediately after he was born. Here's an archive of this now-defunct comic
strip.
Sleeping with Stallman at MIT.
Un malentendido gracioso.
ESR's favorite programming language: Objectivist C.
American Extremists
My Small Mouth
The huns and the writs.
No Kludges in Cluj (June 2014)
Hammer into Anvil

Fiction
Made for You (December 2012) (local copy) Esperanto translation
A science fiction story: Jinnetic Engineering (in Portuguese, Farsi, Spanish, Armenian, Russian, French, and Italian).
The Right to Read

Books
My book of essays about the philosophy of Software Freedom, is available from the GNU Press.

Stallman on Love
Love and Dance
My Childhood Sweetheart
Made for You
My Former Personal Ad

Non-Political Articles
Am I Doctor Stallman?
Avec des chapeaux French song parody.
My radio program of Music from Georgia, originally broadcast on WUOG in Athens, Georgia on Oct 13, 2014.
Resolving the trolley problem
Quantum Theory and Abortion Rights
A proposal for gender neutrality in Spanish, suitable for both speech and writing.
Origin of the POSIX name.
On Hacking: In June 2000, while visiting Korea, I did a fun hack that clearly illustrates the original and true meaning of the word "hacker".
My Childhood Sweetheart
Love and Dance
Predicting the attack on Pearl Harbor
Certificate of confusion

Links
Thanks
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Positive Internet for hosting this web site.
Graziano Sorbaioli for improving the layout of the main page.
Please send comments on these web pages to rms at gnu period org.
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